
VSP Stock Programme.
We hear a lot, especially recently, that one of the key indices of the company operation is a customer satisfaction criterion. 
The higher it is, the higher the rating and business itself is. If a user, a customer or a client receives the expected level of 
service and return on his investments, he would be more liable not only to continue cooperation, but should an opportunity 
arise give a relevant recommendation to his partner. Step by step a business is shaping its market position and reputation, 
and there are no minor components to it.

Some years ago we asked ourselves which indicator we at VSP could single out to show the vector of progress, our work and 
relevant evaluation by our customers, our users. Keeping in line with obligations in terms of execution of an order represents 
a final stage of the team work requiring accuracy and definition. Based on the way an order is executed, - in time, without 
complications and additional corrections, - the customer will conclude on the overall operation of the company. This strategy 
in mind, we have planned realization of the Stock Programme.

As any other complex task, a VSP Stock Programme is a comprehensive issue calling for a structured, attentive and 
systematic approach. We are at the beginning, but have already carried out some actions to progress in the right direction.

Data analysis, employees motivation, efficiency, … it is necessary 
to evaluate and optimize work at different stages of a project life 
cycle to achieve a required result. 

VSP Stock Programme: VSP operations indices for 2017.
For the period January - December 2017 the average deviations from the planned schedule of shipments is about 13%.

Stock Programme bugdet for 2017 1,7М Rubles.
Over 45 th. units of products in stock.

Over 1,1 th. product lines in stock.

Sales results in the first place mean information, data base to be analyzed. Main criteria, trends, forecasts, risks evaluation 
and their consideration, … processing information on the orders fulfilled and on the ones which were not taken on, we 
generate a draft for the stock specification which is additionally discussed with a sales team, logistics and financial 
specialists. Taking into account a year by year changing market environment - customer base undergoes transformation, as 



well as the overall economic situation of late significantly affects business - we take the amount of data for three years to 
analyze. The volume of data covering such a period is representative enough and can serve as the basis to work out a 
forecast for a new period. Of course, it would be beside the purpose to take into account in such an analysis the so-called 
peak orders, major deals.

Early 2017 we have additionally introduced a new stimulating factor for all the employees directly involved in order execution 
procedures. With an indicator of planned shipments not exceeding 5% off out-of-schedule shipments, the three specialists of 
logistics department are liable for an additional bonus. In 2016 the relevant average factor for the year slightly exceeded 8%. 
No doubt, even a single delayed order in a year could not be considered as an “acceptable loss”. Reaching 100% of 
compliance with the planned level is the task which we have to provide for in terms of realization of the VSP Stock 
Programme.

Any business process must be always strongly monitored by the company from the point of view of further optimization,  
improvement and enhancement of efficiency - only such an approach can provide for further development. Here at VSP we 
pay a lot of attention to improve efficiency of the company operation. Orders execution is one of the key stages in the system.
(1) This year a new stockman joined our logistics department. (2) in the second half of the year we placed a special focus on 
the Stock Programme in terms of Parker Hannifin and plan to actively progress with it in the coming year. (3) At present we 
are testing a new Russian information system 1C, which we expect would equip our specialists with an optimum tool set for 
on-line operation and data analysis, which in the end will allow to reach the required level of orders execution indices.
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